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Freshmen

ISAAC ACUNA

DAVID ALLEN

MARISA ALVAREZ

MORGAN AMEEL

SAMUEL ANKLIN

BENJAMIN ARMSTRONG

BRADLEY ARRA

OLIVER AUTREY

JESUS BAEZ

WANDA BANNISTER

KATHERINE BARTENSLAGER

AIDAN BATES

COLTIN BATES-Sparkman

GUNNAR BAUGHEY
KRISTIN RANOLDH  NOEL RGGS  EVAN RISINGER  ALEXIS ROBERTS
ADAM ROBINSON  SEBASTIAN ROSAS  MAGGIE ROSS  GARRETT RUFFNER  PAIGE RUPLEY
BENJAMIN RUSSELL  LINDSEY SANDE  ADAM SCHILLER  AYSSA SCHMIDT  VICTORIA SCHRECK
ANNA SHADLEY  ALEXIS SHAFT  MORGAN SKELTON  LORRIN SKRBE
Sophomores

SAVANNAH AMEEL
GRANT ANSCHUETZ
JOSHUA ARBINI
MARIAH ARMSTRONG

JEFFREY ARNETT
KAYLYNN AUSTIN
MATTHEW AUSTIN
REID BAKUS

ERYN BARNES
EMILY BARTEL
MIRANDA BARTEL
ASHLEY BARTH
Sophomores - Class of 2015
Sophomores - Class of 2015
Juniors

AUSTIN ABRAHAM  JAMES AMADOR  BRODERICK AMES  WYATT ANDERSON

BENJAMIN ANKLIN  LAURA APOLLONI  RENEE ARMSTRONG  NICHOLAS ATKINSON

ALEXIS ATON  JONAH AUSTIN  LOGAN AUTREY  RICHARD AZELTON IV
Juniors - Class of 2014
RACHEL WAHL  RANDY WALCH  KYLIE WARMAN  KATELYN WATERBURY  HANNAH WEATHERFORD
SHAUN WEAVER  ROBERTO WELCH  BREONNA WELTER  JENNA WHITE  MEGAN WHITEHEAD
JACOB WILD  KENNETH WILLIAMS  PATRICK WILLIAMSON  LAURIE WOLF  DYAMI WOODBY
GATLIN WRIGHT  TREVOR YOUNG

NOT PICTURED:
DEMONS OLIVIER  JENNICA POPE
Seniors

MARIA ABOOD  BRYAN ACORD  MONICA ACUNA  SPENCER ADAMS

JACOB AHRENS  FELICIANO AMADOR  COLE AMSTUTZ

JESSICA ANDERSON  WILLIAM ANKLIN  ARIELLE AUGHENBAUGH  CRISTINA AVILES
Kiwanis Seniors of the Month

September 2012
Rachel Waite
Alex Brehmer

October 2012
Sarah Tritt
Nicholas Coffin

November 2012
Marie Jillian Rine
John Terry

December 2012
Raquel Champion
Allison Keffer

January 2013
Kelsey Schoenberger
Eric Eldred

February 2013
Alexi Schnur
Sage Rebottaro

March 2013
Kelsey Monahan
Curt Orlowski

April 2013
Nicole Collins
Andrew Wood
(Above) Sam Wilson reminisces while waiting for graduation to begin.
(Above right) Evan Sanders and Curt Orlowski ready their caps.
(Right) The Tecumseh High School Class of 2013 assembles for their final school event.

(Left) Jillian Rine and Jordyn Norkey pause in line before entering the gym.
(Below left) Taylor Jardine readies his tassel.

Kelsey Schoenberger, Megan Watkins, Paige Watkins and Mattie Wright move forward in line and in life.
Special Olympics

Jordyn Norkey and Jade Stringer set up for a softball event.

Gage Cupp and Ryan Eaton take a break from the Olympic games to pose for a photo.

Jayna Maichele shows off her medal and ribbons.

(Right) Wade Ondrovick platform bowls as Devin Moore and Linda Warner look on.

Sammi Wood with Teacher Assistant Becky See.

Freshman Jade Stringer runs a race.

Jeffrey McCaffrey takes the lead in a footrace.
Jayna Maichele prepares for the photo booth.

Samantha Swaney and Jade Stringer enjoy the music.

Sammi Wood having a good time on the dance floor.

Jeffrey McCaffrey shows off some dance moves.

Sammi Wood joins in a train during the InterActive Club Prom held at Madison High School. Jordyn Norkey and Jade Stringer follow close behind.
Vocal Music

(Left) Front row: (l-r) Jake Ringer, Jessica Foss, Colt Watson; Back row: Nicole Collins, Zach Lee and Megan Callison perform in Company.
(Below left) Courtney Burch, Madeline Meacham and Jacob Dotson pause for a smile before their Final Concert.
(Below right) Company finishes a song, arms open to what the future may hold.

(Left) Allison Keffer sings a solo.
(Right) Haleigh Griewahn “on the phone” backed up by Michaela Ely during a choreographed number.
(Above left) Festival Chorale performs.
(Below left) Jacob Dotson, Erica Buechele, Sarah Kelly, (in back) Wyatt Anderson, and Nicole Collins as part of Festival Singers.

(Above) Soloist Sarah Hodgman.

(Above right) Festival Chorale.
(Below right) Festival Singers Madeline Meacham, Maria Abood, Jacob Ringer, (in back) Ryan Schiller, Jaclyn Goble, & Colt Watson.

(Above) All five choirs join for one last song.
(Left) Kiley Cameron concentrates on the director.

(Right) T.C. Knowles performs.

(Left) Haley Frederick on the violin.

(Right) Michele Koch enjoys the performance and the performing.

(Above) Katy Flint and Kali Snead at TCA for the Block & Ross concert.

(Right) Collin Trainor and Colleen Roberts play the cello.
Sydney Burr and Andrew Entrup play their saxophones.

Devin Kazmierczak practices marching and playing... it is tougher than it looks.

Clarinet players Sarah Tritt and Jaclyn Goble.

Band

Jessi Anderson on the flute.

Devin Kazmierczak practices marching and playing... it is tougher than it looks.

Kimberly Chicosky solos during the halftime show.

“The Shooting Stars”

Instrumental Music - Band
Annual Art Show

Artist: Anna Fabbri

Artist: Courtney Burtch

Artist: Emily Bartel

Artist: Miranda Bartel

Artist: Carly Smith

Artist: Betsy Wilson

Artist: Rachel Malcolm

Artist: Shelby Day

Artist: Lauren McKowen
The return of
The Celebration
of Writing
While not all students were able to attend the awards ceremony, their names are listed alphabetically below the department from which they received an award.

**Art:** Miranda Bartel, Breeanne Breeding, Eliza Haponek, Kat Hughes, Becca Nowak, Sarah Shute, Carly Smith, Betsy Wilson, Gabby Woodson.

**Business & Computer Technology:** Arielle Aughenbaugh, Tristan Burkhard, Ricky Carlson, Katlin Dillon, Jacob Dotson, Spencer Hite, Adam Kemerer, Kaitlyn Kinsey, Curt Orlovsky, Sage Rebottaro, Chonnipa Siriveshvaravudh, Katie Waterbury, Kendra Williams.


**Music:** Bryan Gilbey, Jaclyn Goble, Leah Marsh, Jordyn Norkey, Jake Ringer, Michelle Roberts, Alexander Thomas, Katie Waterbury, Caleb White, Consuela Young.


**TrigStar Competitive Mathematics Award**

Morgan Monahan

Academic Awards
**Life Skills:** Amelia Baldinski, Paige Bartolo, Olivia Fazekas, Katherine Hughes, Kendra King, Breanna Mattausch, Alexis Mauricio, Baitie Posten, Scott Tubbs, Nick Wyatt.

**World Languages & Culture:** David Allen, Stephanie Bartlett, Austin Boast, Jacob Brazil, Sarah Clark, Jordan Fussman, Madison Gee, Eliza Haponek, Kyle Humphries, Andrew Kapnick, Adam Kemerer, Adam Klenkendall, Alyson Knisel, T.C. Knowles, Daniel Kurtz, Justin Kusch, Albany LaGore, Carleen LaPlant, Morgan Monahan, Joseph Prochaska, Caroline Roehm, Anna Scherlitz, Collin Trainor, Claire Walsh.

**Mathematics** (below): Benjamin Anklin, Grant Anschuetz, Arielle Aughenbaugh, Keisha Batra, Cassidy Behnke, Kayla Benjamin, Mary Bergeron, Ben Boettcher, Cassandra Brown, Claire Burnett, Meléah Cameron, Logan Church, Tahlor Clark, David Clymer, Jessica Cory, Sarah Darling, Jack Dick, Cris Dorobantu, Eric Eldred, Margaret Foss, Alexander Frederick, Monica Geekie, Crystal Gehr, James Gilbey, Ryan Gower, Matthew Haeussler, Samuel Hall, Eden Hanson, Ashley Higgins, Kevin Hill, Sarah Hodgman, Ashley Hull, Kyle Humphries, Brienne Hunter, Jessica Keller, Adam Kemerer, Alyson Knisel, Jordan Kreger, Daniel Kurtz, Jessica Kusch, Carleen LaPlant, Anthony Lesko, Taylor McClinchev, Illyanna Mensah, Alicia Miller, Kelsey Monahan, Morgan Monahan, Megan Montalvo, Alexa Niedermier, Crystal Scales, McKenna Schoenberger, Anna Shadley, Andrew Sokol, Cierra St. Amour, John Terry, Patrick Thrasher, Eddy Welch, Karmyn Wilford, Trevor Willis, Joseph Witt, Hailey Wright, Savannah Ziegler.

**Social Studies:** Renee Armstrong, Neal Bauer, Samuel Benschoter, Austin Boast, Jacob Brazil, Claire Burnett, Tricia Calkins, Jeffrey Case, Jakob Coker, Jazilyn Conner, Sabrina Covell, Justin Fetters, Margaret Foss, Alexander Frederick, Matthew Haeussler, Samuel Hall, Hannah Heers, Courtney Herron, Jacob Hilton, Julia Hoefl, Devin Kazmierczak, Madison Kirby, Kyle LaGore, Carleen LaPlant, Katrina Marek, Breanna Mattausch, Zoe Melnyk, Morgan Monahan, Brent Mostowy, Benjamin Myers, Kayla Niemann, Zachary Robertson, Shelby Salisbury, Alexi Schnur, Jessica Tebbetts, Jillian Travis, Bogar Trout, Claire Walsh, Anna Wendt, Nicole Williams, Alison Wright, Hailey Wright.

**Science** (above): Grant Anschuetz, Bradley Arras, Arielle Aughenbaugh, Kayla Benjamin, Mary Bergeron, Baylee Beyer, Austin Boast, Kelsey Bogrow, Nathan Brady, Jacob Brazil, Alex Brehmer, Jacob Brit, Claire Burnett, Monika Chicosky, Dylan Coleman, William Collings, Nicole Cote, Blaine Cylak, Jack Dick, Charles Downing, Margaret Foss, Mackenzie Foss-Bedeschi, Samantha Gillin, Jessica Gray, Matthew Haeussler, Anthony Hill, Kylie Hill, Katherine Hughes, Ashley Hull, Sarah Jacques, Abby Janeczek, Sarah Kelly, Jordan Kreger, Daniel Kurtz, Landon Langlois, Carleen LaPlant, Almudena Lopez, Breanna Mattausch, Morgan Monahan, Brent Mostowy, Benjamin Myers, Olivia Nowak, Jillian Rebottaro, Carly Smith, Jordan Stam, Jessica Tebbetts, James Terry, John Terry, Alexander Thomas, Tabetha Tinsley, Diamond Tirado, Collin Trainor, Claire Walsh, Shaun Weaver, Cody Wilkins.
Students of the Month

October 2012

Art – Kaitlyn Kinsey, Logan Autrey
Business – Anthony Lesko, Breanna Mattausch
English – Oliver Autrey, Morgan Ameel
Health & Phys. Ed. – Jeff Hedges, Almudena Lopez
Life Skills – Nicholas Wyatt, Cheyenne Skrbec, Amelia Balinski
Math – Grant Anschuetz, Anna Shadley
Music – Kylie Warman, Wyatt Anderson
Science – Claire Burnett, Andrew Morgan
Social Studies – Jessica Tebbetts, Dylan Stern
World Language – Samuel Wade, Morgan McCLOUD

November 2012

Art – Alexander Janeczek, Emilee Braun
Business – Jessica Cory, Austin Boast
English – Nathaniel Darling, Mackenzie Foss
Health & Phys. Ed. – Jeffrey Arnett, Alexandra Gilbert
Life Skills – Scott Tubbs, Cristina Aviles
Math – Abigail Marko, Kyle LaGore
Music – Ryan Schiller, Jaclyn Goble
Science – Claire Walsh, Charles Downey
Social Studies – Kyle LaGore, Alexi Schnur
World Language – Austin Boast, Tyffani Bryan

December 2012

Art – Abigail Mendez, Zachariáh Eberle
Business – Kayla Niemann, Thomas Downs
English – Taylor McClinchey, Justin Fetter
Health & Phys. Ed. – Katlin Martin, Spencer Hite
Life Skills – Olivia Fazekas, Erica Smith
Math – Ashley Hull, Margaret Foss
Music – Alexi Schnur, Gabriel Lopez
Outstanding Work – Wade Ondrovick, Jeffrey McCaffrey
Science – Kelsey Monahan, Matthew Haeussler
Social Studies – Julia Hoeft, Matthew Haeussler
World Language – Jeannine Fliedner, Grant Anschuetz

January 2013

Art – Eryn Barnes, Zoe Wagar
Business – Emily Bartel, Nathaniel Darling
English – Victoria Martinez, Caleb White
Health & Phys. Ed. – Kylie Hill, Alexander Mukensturm
Life Skills – Alexis Mauricio, Cody Cooley
Math – Eden Hanson, Jillian Rebottaro
Music – Alexis Etter, Clinton Olberg
Science – Mackenzie Foss-Bedeschi, Bradley Arras
Social Studies – Kalei Hull, Jacob Hilton
World Language – Stephanie Bartlett, Ryan Schiller

Students of the Month
February 2013

Art – Sarah Shute, Gage Cupp
Business – Jillian Rebottaro, Benjamin Boettcher
English – Megan Whitehead, Richard Azelton
Health & Phys. Ed. – Kelsey Randolph, Andrew Joseph Rebottaro
Life Skills – Amber Flores, Paige Bartolo
Math – Kiley Cameron, Taylor McClinchey
Music – Katlin Dillon, Chadwick Moore
Science – Diamond Tirado, Kyle Humphries
Social Studies – Breanna Mattausch, Christopher Hinckley
World Language – Victoria Martinez, Caleb Quass

March 2013

Art – Katherine Flint, Elijah VanderSande
Business – Julia Hoeft, Timothy Robinson
English – Michaela Ely, Collin Trainor
Health & Phys. Ed. – Sarah Hodgman, Andrew Waite
Life Skills – Kendra King, Emily Black
Math – Alyson Knisel, Jordan Stam
Music – Sarah Humphries, Remington Smith
Outstanding Work – Samantha Wood
Science – Jillian Rebottaro, Matthew Haeussler
Social Studies – Jessica Gray, Samuel Hall
World Language – Maggie Liuska, Gabriel Giovannone

April 2013

Art – Brynn Richards, Kayleen Oldeck
Business – Madison Harvey, Benjamin Shaw
English – Zoe Melnyk, Cullen Haesler
Health & Phys. Ed. – Cassandra Brown, Alexander Janeczek
Life Skills – Kellie Purkey, Cheyenne Skrbec
Math – Renee Armstrong, Anna Wendt
Music – Shawna Schultz, Trevor Willis
Science – Carley LaPlant, Eric Eldred
Social Studies – Morgan Monahan, Justin Fetters
World Language – Kelsey Randolph, Matthew Kegerreis

May 2013

Art – Sarah Jacques, Peyton Madden
Business – Cassandra Rosas-Rowe, Phil Carey
English – Erica Smith, Kolin Connors
Health & Phys. Ed. – Katlin Martin, Mitchell Meger
Life Skills – Kim McPherson, Isaac Bhathe
Math – Drake Vandenberg, Andrew Entrup
Music – Alyson Knisel, Wade Ondrovick
Science – Alexi Schnur, Daniel Kurtz
Social Studies – T.C. Knowles, Oliver Autrey
World Language – Katrina Marek, Bradley Arras

Students of the Month
Homecoming Parade
Homecoming Float Building

Monica Acuna paints the Senior float.

Alex Brehmer making sure the fit is "just right."

Jessica Keller exercises her artistic talents.

Nick Kuenzer and Adam Robinson team up with paint rollers.

"That's a mighty big ax."

Jordan Kreger assembles parts for their float.

Tatum Harvey gets to work with power tools!

A decidedly unequal division of labor... too much management?

Homecoming
Homecoming Royalty

Freshmen: Landon Pelham and Cierra St. Amour

Sophomores: Grant Anschuertz and Olivia Nowak

Juniors: Phil Carey and Nicole Cote

Seniors Casey Hunt and Courtney Burtch.

Seniors Adam Napieralski and Madi See.

Seniors Alex Swindle and Breeanne Breeding.

Seniors Casey Hunt and Courtney Burtch.

Seniors John Terry and Jenny Staelgraeve.

2012 Homecoming Parade Grand Marshall Mr. Ferwerda

(Far left) 2012 Homecoming King, Adam Napieralski and Queen, Courtney Burtch.

(Inset) 2011 Homecoming King, Brad Vannatter and Rikkel Bock.
Homecoming Pep Rally

(Above) The Sophomore class watches the events of the Homecoming Pep Rally. (Above left) Paul Mallory snakes his way through the Hula Hoop Relay.

(Lef) Ben Kasper prepares to shoot some free throws, but after spinning on the end of a bat, some students have trouble keeping balanced (below).

(Below) Matt Maki struts during the Dance Off between the classes. (Below right) Emcee Max Miller.

(Above) Cheese Puffs... to go. (Below) Teachers take on the Seniors in Tug of War.
Madi Howe breaks through a hole in the defensive line to move the Freshmen team down the field.

Haylee Callison sprints away from a rapidly closing Morgan Monahan.

Kelsea Kaliszuk and Katie Martin provide blocking against Melanie Hilderley for ball carrier Samantha Root.

(Right) Carley LaPlant punts the ball into play after a successful Junior touchdown.

(Left) Katie Martin takes the lead and creates a hole for Kylie Warman.
Diamond Tirado kicks the ball with Stephanie Bartlett preparing to cover the kick.

Kylie Hill breaks free from a “tackle” as Sarah Tritt comes to assist.

(Left) Cassie Brown picks up lateral speed. (Right) Claire Burnett surveys the oncoming defense. (Below) Payton Hertel runs the ball as Cassie Brown looks to provide blocking support.

(Diamond Tirado kicks the ball with Stephanie Bartlett preparing to cover the kick.)

(Kylie Hill breaks free from a “tackle” as Sarah Tritt comes to assist.)

(Above) Kendra Randolph changes direction in the face of defenders. (Left) Kendra Randolph dominates play with another run. (Below) Jillian Rine celebrates in the end zone.)
Betsy Wilson dives into the Jello Eating event.

(Left) Payton Hertel shows off her dance moves to represent the Sophomore class.

(Right) Tug of War.

(Above) Morgan Skelton and Madi Howe prepare for the Tug of War.

(Right) Sophomores tug.
TICWSS Royalty

Seniors Pilar Summerlin and John Terry.

Seniors Nicole Bieszko-Greene and Casey Hunt

Seniors Jesse Knittel and Nick Coffin.

Seniors Emily Maves and Parker Hardy.

Freshmen Ashlyn Harden and Mitch Meger.

TICWSS

TICWSS King, Nick Coffin and Queen, Emily Maves.

Juniors Kylie Warman and Patrick Doan.

Sophomores Cassie Brown and Kody McCrate.

Mr. Novak escorts 2012 Queen Samantha Diehl.
(Far Left) Zac Gorowski and Lauren Carrier sport matching shoes.

(Left) Karly Smith and Kelsey Smith.

(Far left, below, center) Ben Shaw poses while in line to vote for the Prom King and Queen.

(Left below center) Aaron Clarke and Hunter Willis on the dance floor.

(Far left) Allison O’Leary and Katie Waterbury share a laugh.

(Left center) Alex Janeczek and Arielle Aughenbaugh sporting shades.

(Above) Megan Whitehead and friends arrive.

Prom King, Jacob Kimerer and Prom Queen, Kelsey Schoenberger.
Prom

(Right) Justin Breitenwischer looking stylish for Prom.

(Far right) Abby Marko and Evan Carr looking peachy.

After Prom

(Below) Kolin Connors aims air through a straw to guide a ping pong ball across a very uneven table.

(Above) Before and (right) after photos between Prom and After Prom attire as modeled by Jessica Keller and Shawna Schultz.

Preston Pelham debates his next play at the gaming table as Ricky Azelton looks on.

After Prom

Abby Blayer chooses glasses with the assistance of Jake Ringer before her turn in the Photo Booth.
Alison Eubanks, Madi See, and Stacia Serafin as a gaggle of gossipy women in a Tecumseh Youth Theater's "Our Town."

Alison Eubanks, Tim Soules, and Jillian Travis portray a turn-of-the-century family in the Fall production of "Our Town" by Thornton Wilder.

Part of the ensemble cast, including a special cameo appearance by Mr. Novak (center), who recreated a view of life in a small town at the beginning of the 20th century... not unlike Tecumseh today.
Youth Theater

(Below left) Wyatt Anderson and Jillian Travis rehearse a courting scene.

(Below center) Will Anklin and Paul Mallory perfect their characters, the character actors that they are.

(Right) Bryan Gilbey narrates the entire play as a resident and commentator in "Our Town".

"Seussical"

(Left) Alison Eubanks, Zoe Melnyk and Shelby Starnes practice some choreography from the Spring TYT production of "Seussical."

(Below left) Sarah Kelly in the green room prepares for her role in "Seussical."

(Below center) Jake Ringer giving pointed direction.

(Below right) Alison Eubanks attempts to focus as Zoe Melnyk takes a break for a photo op from one of her fans.
For Our Amelia,

Congratulations! We are so proud of you and all you have accomplished! All you are and all you do is because of your love for life and the people in it. Be passionate and reach for the stars to achieve your dreams. Remember to turn your can'ts into cans and dreams into plans. Our thoughts and prayers are with you as you start your new adventure. Stay true to yourself. God bless you, our precious star. Shine on!

With Love,

Mom, Dad & Mike
Indian Pride in our students

Matt,
We're so proud of you! Congratulations! You've grown into a wonderful young man, and we can't wait to see what the future will bring.

All our love,
Mom & Dad

Congratulations, Cassie!
You are amazing!

Congratulations Jennifer!
We have really enjoyed watching you grow and turn into an amazing young lady! We couldn't be prouder of who you've become and your accomplishments. As you enter into this new phase of your life, remember to continue to work hard and you will achieve everything you put your mind to. We love you very much and can't wait to see what the future holds for you!

Love, Dad, Mom, Katelyn and Kyle

To my Indigo girl,
You travel to the beat of your own drum. You fit into no mold. As admirable as you are you will meet with resistance. You are a leader: brilliant, convincing, charming, fearless, and with honor. You are more than I could be. Follow your heart.

"......It is only with the heart that one can see rightly; what is essential is invisible to the eye." From Le Petit Prince by Antoine de Saint-Exupéry

We love you! Mom and Dad

Sponsor
Fabricare Cleaners
115 Herrick Park Dr.
517-423-7810

Patron
Tecumseh Indians Athletics
http://tecumsehathletics.com
Dear Lauren,

Eighteen years ago a huge ray of sunshine came into our lives named Lauren Ashley. Oh boy, we were so very happy to have this beautiful little girl. I think the whole hospital heard me when I went down the hall to tell Papa and Uncle Marty that we have a “girl.” You continue to light up our lives with your sunshine. You are our “Tiny Dancer.” We wish you the very best of everything as you continue through your life’s journey. Follow your dreams, stay true to who you are and where you have been. We really look forward to you continuing to dance in college. May that ray of sunshine keep on shining...

Love always,

Nana & Papa
Jeff Arnett runs down field with blocking assistance from Grant Anschuetz during a JV Football game in Indian Stadium against Lincoln. (Photograph by Stephanie Bartlett)
Freshman Boys Baseball


(Below) Pitching for the Indians: Joseph Witt (left), Josh Marcum (center). (Below right) Jacob Black fields a ball in the infield. (Left center) Eddie Godin stands ready at the plate. (Left top) Nate Smith fields a fly ball.
JV Boys Baseball

Alex Mukensturm catches behind the plate.

Pitcher Jeremy Hatfield on the mound.

JV Boys Baseball: (Left to Right) 1st Row: 10-Matt Austin, 1-Evan Eldred, 14-Doug Sheats, 28-Drew Morgan; 2nd Row: 22-Evan Cadmus, 5-Adam Halasz, 29-Cody Cooley, 19-Sam Benschoter, 18-Trevor Willis, 33-Alex Mukensturm, Coach Kasper, 9-Jeff Arnett, 26-Kyle Hunter, 16-Anthony Hill, 30-Jeremy Hatfield, Coach Freestone.

Outfielder Adam Halasz throws a deep ball back from the fence.

Evan Cadmus takes a serious stance at the plate.
Far right) Freshman Sam Benschoter tries out his arm at the Varsity level.

(Right) Pitcher Phil Carey throws one across the plate.

(Below) Mike Savoia connects during the Regional Semifinal game.

"Mighty Casey at the bat." (Casey Hunt - what, like you didn't see that pun coming?)


Zach Watkins sends a pass.

Freshman Boys Basketball

Nate Smith (above left) and Liam DeLand (above center) look to pass. Tom Mammel (above right) shoots as Garrett Prieur waits to rebound. (Below) Drew Kapnick (left) shoots a free throw and Jakob Coker (right) under the board.
JV Boys Basketball: (Left to Right) 1st Row: 5-Sam Benschoter, 10-Nate Coffin, 25-Silas Rebottaro, 34-Ben Boettcher, 31-Trevor Willis, 1-Alex Gillen; 2nd Row: 21-Evan Cadmus, 44-Doug Sheats, 24-Josh Arbini, 23-Evan Eldred, 40-Noah Willett, 12-Jeff Arnett. Not pictured: Coach Norkey.

(Above) Jeff Arnett shoots amidst strong opposition. (Right) Silas Rebottaro sets up the play. (Far right) Evan Eldred drives around the opposing team.

(Above) Nate Coffin passes to an open teammate. (Right) Under the basket Doug Sheats and Noah Willett anticipate the rebound.
(Above) Jimmy Terry takes a defensive stance.
(Right) Jacob Britt shoots a free throw.

Varsity Boys Basketball

(Above) Ben Kasper drives down the court.
(Below) The team confers with Coach Comstock.


(Left) Nick Coffin looks to pass.
(Right) Ben Vannatter blocks an opponent's path on defense.
(Above) Arika Tabor looks to pass.
(Below left) Albany LaGore goes in for a layup.
(Below center) Maggie Ross waits, open, to set up the play.
(Below right) Kylie Perkins intercepts a ball midair.


(Left) Hannah Betzoldt surrounded.
(Above) Kara Warman drives to the hoop.
(Right) Coach Novak inspires another undefeated team to victory.
(Above) Madison Tedora in control of the ball.
(Right) Kylie Warman looks for an opening.

Mattie Wright goes in for two points.

Varsity Girls Basketball

(Above) Katie Martin brings the ball down the court to set up the play.
(Right) Seniors Mattie Wright and Sarah Tritt accept the National Guard Team Sportmanship Award.
(Far right) Nicole Lipnichan concentrates at the free throw line.

JV & Varsity Boys Bowling

(Left) Andrew Sokol follows through with style.  
(Right) Jarrett Oldeck shows good form.

JV & Varsity Bowling: (Left to Right) 1st Row: Bradley Duncan, Alex Hurd, Jarrett Oldeck, Daniel Frazier, Charles Downey, Cody Wilkins; 2nd Row: Michael Hammer, Levi Masse, Michael Savoia, Nick Bartolo, Tyler Pate; 3rd Row: Justin Murphy, Zac Cook, Spencer Adams, Spencer Hite, Andrew Sokol; 4th Row: Coach Wigner, Coach Brouchard.

(Above) Zac Cook delivers a strike.

(Below) Levi Masse coaches the ball from afar.  
(Below left) Cody Wilkins glides into a smooth delivery.

(Above) Tyler Pate multi-tasks.
JV & Varsity Girls Bowling

(Left) Atlanta Roberts.

(Right) Lauren McKowen.

(Above) Brianna Wiemer watches for results.
(Right) Kayla Wild on her approach.


(Left) Jordan Richard releases for another strike.
(Right) Haley Richard prepares for her next frame.

Varsity Girls Bowling
JV Sideline Cheer


*Denotes Captains

Varsity Sideline Cheer
Varsity Competitive Cheer


Varsity Competitive Cheer performs a routine during competition.

Varsity Competitive Cheer: (Left) high flying splits, (above) Pilar Summerlin and (far above) Jenny Staelgraeve perform for the audience.
Lindzy Ziegler rides Abby in Bareback Horsemanship.

Mitchell Smith prepares for the gait in Saddleseat Equitation.

Equestrian

(Above) Katy Flint and Gretel team up in Saddleseat Equitation.

(Below) Suzy Fagan and Cotton race for home.

(Below right) Ashley Kimmitt concentrates in Bareback Horsemanship.

(Left) Ben Shaw and Anthony Lesko lead the Indians in the County Preview race held on the Indians home course.

(Right) Max Miller runs toward a good time.

Boys Cross Country

Boys Cross Country: (Left to Right) 1st Row: Blaine Cytlak, Trevor Moore, Matt O'Leary, Gabe Lopez, Tyler Welter, Ben Boettcher; 2nd Row: Ben Shaw, Sam Wilson, Alex Swindle, Alex Janeczek, Anthony Lesko, Coach Foley; 3rd Row: Maxwell Miller, Collin Trainor, Noah Lane, Collin Thompson, Will Collings. Not pictured: Alex Hurd, Zach Robertson, Luke Vandenberg, Drake Vandenberg, Drew Morgan, Alex Brehmer, Ben Brehmer, Andrew Waite, Jarred Waite.

Seniors:

(Far left) Alex Swindle,

(Left) Matt O'Leary,

(Above) Alex Janeczek.

State Finalist Katie Kasper keeps the pace.

(Left) Alexi Schnur runs with the pack.

(Above left) Zoe Melnyk moves up her position.

(Far left) Elyssa Hedrick heads into the home stretch.
Gino Cianciolo drives down the fairway.

Varsity Boys Golf: (Left to Right) 1st Row: Gino Cianciolo, Max Benedict, Andrew Kapnick, Alex Gillen, Josh Campbell, Tyler Roth; 2nd Row: Coach Osworth, Ian Quick, Devin Moore, Josh Arbini, Alex Brehmer, Chris Kuenzer, Cameron Clarke, Kody McCrate. Not pictured: Zach Watkins, James Phillips, Blaine Cytlak.

Boys Golf

Max Benedict hits a nice straight drive.

Josh Arbini putts toward the cup.

Kody McCrate checks the slope of the green.

Cameron Clarke putts.

Josh Campbell lines up his next putt.
Paige Watkins drives from the first tee.


Girls Golf

Keisha Batra replaces the flag after her putt.

Girls Golf

(Left) Leigh Kapnick studies the course.

(Above) Carley LaPlant starts her putting stroke.

(Right) Anneka Hart hits an iron from the fairway.

Tom Mammel locks up the Evergreen quarterback.

Sam Benschoter scores for Tecumseh.

The Tecumseh Defense swarms the Lincoln ball carrier.

Quarterback Jakob Coker prepares to hand off to Landon Pelham.
Quarterback Jeff Arnett calls out the play as Nate Coffin prepares to go out for a pass.

Adam Kemerer makes a catch.

Kody McCrate signals to the sideline.
Varsity Boys Football


(Above left) Tecumseh’s Defense swarms Dexter.
(Above right) Kyle Bryan, Eric Eldred, Spencer Adams & Spencer Hite ready the offense.
(Right) Kyle Bryan catches a pass over an Adrian defender.
(Far right) Ben Dreslinski eludes a Milan tackle during the Regional victory against Milan.

Varsity Girls Lacrosse

(Below) Kylie Warman looks to shoot.
(Below right) Monica Acuna defends the goal against Flushing.

(Above) Tabetha Tinsley moves the ball.
Cody Marcum maneuvers to pass against Dexter.


Zach Eberle stops a shot.

J.K. Mensah looks to pass to an open man.

JV Boys Lacrosse
Austin Gilbert (above) slips past a Dexter crowd. Defender Cullen Haesler (right) moves the ball past midfield.

Corbet Tosh on the offensive.


(Above left) Stephen Bloxam sails past an Ann Arbor Greenhills defender.
(Left) Goalie Tyler Hooper outlets the ball.
Matt Haeussler swims the backstroke.


Boys Swim & Dive

120
Sarah Kelly approaches her next dive.


Sarah Kelly approaches her next dive.

Girls Swim & Dive

(Vars) Nicole Collins and (right) Nicole Bieszk-Greene check their times. (Above) Taylor McClinchey freestyles toward the finish.

Karly Smith shows good form in the breaststroke.

(Left) Nicole Collins and (right) Nicole Bieszk-Greene check their times. (Above) Taylor McClinchey freestyles toward the finish.

Girls Swimming & Diving
Ethan Humphries throws in the ball as Dylan Coleman looks on.

Dylan Smith races down the field.

Ethan Humphries throws in the ball as Dylan Coleman looks on.


(Left) Jarrett Oldeck leads the Indian offense.
(Above) Gino Cianciolo looks for an open teammate.
(Right) Ollie Autrey moves the ball ahead.
(Above right) Landon Worsham changes direction under pressure.
Defender Jacob Knepper moves the ball toward midfield.

Midfielder Alec Lacelle sets up the offense.

Noah Evans with a strong pass to a teammate.

Defender Austin Abraham helps relieve the pressure on the Tecumseh goal.

Curt Orlowski moves the ball away from the sideline.

Griffin Obeid gains control on Lincoln.

Looking to score: (above) Evan Sanders, (below) Alex Sharp.

Varsity Boys Soccer: (Left to Right) 1st Row: 21-Ben Myers, 12-Evan Sanders, 6-Corbet Tosh, 23-Curt Orlowski, GK-Dylan Handy, 15-Gabe Giovannone, 24-Evan Carr, 16-Alex Sharp, 2-Brandon Quigley; 2nd Row: 26-Gatlin Wright, 7-Patrick Humphries, 18-Alec Lacelle, 10-Noah Evans, 4-Griffin Obeid, 8-Dakota Gonzales, 9-Austin Abraham, 17-Logan Autrey, 3-Jake Knepper, Coach Dailey. Not pictured: 20-Cody Southerland, 22-Nick Wyatt.
Maggie Ross prepares to throw in the ball.

Mackenzie Hawley dribbles down field.

Goalie Savannah Ameel kicks the ball back into play.


(Above) Abby Blayer throws the ball to a teammate.

(Right) Mykenzie Niemann advances the ball down the field.

(Left) Katie Rafalski saves the ball.
Kelsey Schoenberger protects the ball, assisted by Jillian Rine and Ann Kossey.

Ann Kossey passes the ball while Raquel Champion waits to assist.

Maria Abood kicks the ball past Chelsea.

Allison O'Leary delivers a strong kick onto the field.

---

JV Girls Softball
22-0, Undefeated Season


Sasha Covell leaves Adrian in the dust.

(Above) Baylee Beyer advances to third as (right) Tyffani Bryan goes to second.

Kayla Wild delivers a strike with Hailey Wright and Vicki Martinez.

A triple puts Kylie Perkins at third base.

Anneka Hart winds up for the pitch.

Morgan Skelton checks the sign.

Paige Sparrow contemplates her next pitch.

JV Girls Softball
Kylie Hill waits on second base after doubling in Katie Martin to tie the Regional Final game against Airport.

Emily Maves starts her pitching motion.

Claire Burnett moves into position at second base.

Kelsey Smith delivers a pitch as Mattie Wright prepares for the throw down.

Kelsey Rendell starts her swing against Airport.

Varsity Girls Softball

Katie Martin looks for the sign from Coach Nowak.

Mattie Wright snags a hit at short-stop and throws a runner out at first.

Jared Kimmitt gives pointers to his teammate before a pole vault.

John Terry takes the lead with D.J. Tirado and Adrian close behind.

Kyle Bryan prepares to launch the shot.

Matt O'Leary demonstrates proper form in a successful high jump.

Andrew Waite takes the hand off in a relay.

Sprinters Hannah Galloway competes against Adrian.

Kassidy Connors clears the bar in the high jump.

Diamond Tirado throws in the shot put.

Girls Track

Sprinter Hannah Galloway competes against Adrian.

Kassidy Connors clears the bar in the high jump.

Gymnastics: (Left to Right) 1st Row: Jillian Travis, Kassidy Connors, Arielle Aughenbaugh; 2nd Row: Loran Chapman, Jenny MacLachlan, Kelsey Randolph, Leigh Kapnick, Marlena Downs; 3rd Row: Kalei Hull, Kelsey Bogrow, Kendra King, Jessi Anderson (Manager), Sadie Hampel, Bailie Posten. Not pictured: Coach Posten, Coach Voll, Coach Sailus.

(Right) Bailie Posten prepares for a dismount from the uneven parallel bars. (Below) Marlena Downs starts a diagonal pass during her floor exercise.

Jillian Travis leaps high above the balance beam.

(Right) Leigh Kapnick completes a floor routine with a salute.

Kalei Hull on the uneven parallel bars.

(Right) Bailie Posten prepares for a dismount from the uneven parallel bars. (Below) Marlena Downs starts a diagonal pass during her floor exercise.

Kelsey Bogrow on the beam.

130
Sarah Darling prepares to serve against Adrian.

Libero Kylie Perkins returns the ball as Jordan Howard and Tyffani Bryan lend support.


(Right) Taylor Hartman anticipates a serve with Whitney Hite.

Taylor Hartman serves over the head of Morgan Ameel.
Mackenzie Hawley digs.

(Above) Mykenzie Niemann tips during the THS Invite.
(Below) Cassie Brown readies to spike.


Taylor Mareches returns a ball to Adrian as Morgan McCloud and Cassie Brown move into position.
Jessica Benedict sets up for Laurie Wolf as Samantha Root backs her up.

Varsity Volleyball

Hannah Galloway returns a ball with Jessica Benedict, McKenzie Rowe, and Kayla Kormos.

Karmyn Wilford serves during the Annual Pink Out Benefit game to raise funds breast cancer research.

Jessica Benedict sets up for Laurie Wolf as Samantha Root backs her up.

Varsity Volleyball


Morgan Skelton serves a ball to Adrian.
Wyatt Cadmus leverages for a better position against Hudson.

Jacob Hilton works to take down a Saline opponent.

JV & Varsity Wrestling

Preston Pelham gets ready to wrestle.

(Below) Luke Liuzzi starts in the down position against Hudson.

(Above) Ricky Azelton recovers after a point.

(Above) Taylor Jardine concludes a match.

Austin Zamora battles against Saline.

JV Wrestler Andrew Thompson takes down a Saline wrestler.

Kyle Humphries puts a hold on Saline as he moves into pin position.
2012 Individual State Champion
Rachel Waite - Swimming

Congratulations Rachel!
Carl and Kathy Novak
Tecumseh Indians Athletics
Martin E. Swindle Agency Inc.

Rachel earned her State Champion status in the 100-yard breaststroke.

2013 Individual State Champion
Jordan Richard - Bowling

Jordan is a Back-to-Back Individual State Bowling Champion!

Congratulations Jordan!
The Richard Family
Grandma Chris and Grandpa Tom
Carl and Kathy Novak
Tecumseh Indians Athletics

State Champions - Individual
Kelsey Rendell scores on her 3-run, over the fence home run in the State Semifinal game to seal the win against Livonia Ladywood.

Catcher Katie Martin and pitcher Emily Maves on the mound during the State Final game in Battle Creek against Saginaw Swan Valley.

Kelsea Kaliszuk batting in the State Semifinal game against Livonia Ladywood.

The future State Champions huddle before the State Quarterfinal game in Battle Creek.

Center fielder McKenzie Rowe makes a great catch in the State Final game.

Congratulations on your success!

Carl and Kathy Novak
Mary Bergeron
Martin E. Swindle Agency Inc.
Tecumseh Indians Athletics

State Champions - Team
Index

A

Abood, Maria 50, 71, 125
Abraham, Austin 36, 123
Acord, Bryan 50
Acuna, Isaac 8, 114
Acuna, Monica 50, 81, 117
Adams, Spencer 50, 86, 98, 104, 116
Adriel, Rosenblat 76
Ahrens, Jacob 50
Allen, David 8, 77
Alvarez, Marisa 8
Amador, Feliciano 50
Amador, James 36, 119
Ameel, Morgan 8, 78, 124, 131
Ameel, Savannah 22, 124
Amsrud, Mark 36, 116, 119
Amsrud, Rick. See Ames, Broderick
Amstutz, Cole 50, 134
Anderson, Jessica 50, 73, 130
Anderson, Wyatt 36, 71, 78, 91
Anklin, Benjamin 36, 77
Anklin, Samuel 8, 118, 134
Anklin, William 50, 91
Anschuetz, Grant 22, 77, 78, 82, 98, 115
Apolloni, Laura 36, 109
Arbini, Joshua 22, 100, 112
Armstrong, Benjamin 8, 114
Armstrong, Mariah 22
Armstrong, Renee 36, 76, 77, 79
Arnett, Jeffrey 22, 78, 97, 100, 115
Arras, Bradley 8, 76, 77, 79, 122
Atkinson, Nicholas 36
Aton, Alexis 36, 124
Aughenbaugh, Arielle 50, 76, 77, 88, 130
Ausmus, Leaha 65
Austin, Jonah 36, 119
Austin, Kaylynn 22, 117
Austin, Matthew 22, 97
Autrey, Logan 36, 78, 123
Autrey, Oliver 8, 78, 79, 122
Aviles, Cristina 50, 78
Azelon, Richard 36, 76, 79, 89, 98, 134, 135

B

Baez, Jesus 8, 114
Baker, Jacob 37
Bakus, Reid 22
Balinski, Amelia 51, 76, 77, 78, 92, 117
Bannister, Wanda 8
Barnes, Eryn 22, 78
Barnes, Michael 51
Barr, Alyssa 37
Bartel, Emily 22, 74, 78
Bartel, Miranda 22, 74, 76
Bartlengsager, Katherine 8
Barth, Ashley 22

Bartlett, Stephanie 23, 77, 78, 85, 117
Bartolo, Nicholas 51, 104
Bartolo, Paige 37, 77, 79
Basmajian, Matthieu 23
Bates, Aidan 8, 122
Bates-Sparkman, Coltin 8
Batra, Keisha 37, 77, 113
Bauer, Neal 23, 77
Beaghey, Gunnar 8, 114
Beaughman, Kali 9
Bautista, Hermosillo 9
Beaudoin, Matthew 51
Bechler, Christian 37
Becker, Elizabeth 37, 76, 121
 Beguhn, Patrick 36, 116
Behnke, Cassidy 23, 76, 77
Behnke, Nathan 9
Benedict, Jessica 51, 133
Benedict, Maxwell 9, 99, 112
Benjamin, Kayla 9, 77
Benschoter, Christian 37
Beksa-Greene, Nicole 51, 87, 121
Bilotta, Jasmine 37, 121
Birt, Michael 37, 116, 119
Black, Emily 51, 79
Black, Jacob 9, 96, 114
Blaker, Alec 37
Blaker, Hunter 23, 115
Bhathena, Adam 9
Bhathena, Isaac 51, 79, 120
Bieszcz, Baidala, Madison 9
Blayer, Abigail 37, 89, 124
Blayer, Lucas 37
Blaxam, Stephen 37, 116, 119
Blythe, Jacob 23, 115
Boast, Austin 9, 77, 78, 118
Bock, Rikkel 82
Bodineau, Alex 51, 122
Boettcher, Benjamin 23, 77, 79, 100, 110
Bogrow, Kelsey 9, 77, 130
Bogrow, Ryan 37

Bokor, Heath 23
Boose, Colton 51
Borushko, Rayna 51
Boss, Tanner 23
Boss, Trevor 51
Boukis, Brent 9
Boukis, Nekko 37
Bovy-Powell, Kayla 23
Boyd, Hunter 23, 115
Boyd, Shanina 23
Braad, Nathan 23, 77, 115, 134
Braun, Emilee 23, 78, 105
Brazil, Jacob 37, 76, 77
Breeding, Breeanne 51, 76, 82
Brehmer, Alex 51, 66, 77, 81, 110, 112
Brehmer, Benjamin 9, 110
Breitenwischer, Justin 23, 89, 115
Breuer, Lea 52
Briggs, Caitlin 65
Britt, Jacob 52, 76, 77, 98, 101
Brochhagen, Alexandra 9
Brosamer, Cameron 9, 122
Brouwer, Ashleigh 37
Brown, Bradley 52
Brown, Cassandra 24, 77, 79, 85, 87, 125, 132
Brown, Kyle 9, 118
Brown, MacKenzie 10
Brown, Paxton 24, 117
Brown, Sarah 38, 52
Bruce, Thomas 52
Bryan, Kyle 52, 101, 116, 128
Bryan, Tiffani 10, 76, 78, 102, 126, 131
 Buchanan, Austin 24, 115, 134
Buchanan, Kayla 52
Buechele, Erica 52, 71
Bundtzen, Jennifer 24
Burciaga, Jordan 10
Burgess, Jennifer 24
Burkhard, Tristan 38, 76, 119
Burrev, Claire 24, 77, 78, 85, 127, 132
Burton, Grace 38
Burr, Sydney 73, 125
Burr, Troy 65
Burstell, Korin 52
Burtch, Courtney 52, 70, 74, 82
Byrd, Travis 38, 116, 119, 134

C

Cadmus, Evan 24, 97, 100, 115
Cadmus, Paige 52, 107, 129
Cadmus, Wyatt 24, 115, 128, 134
Calkins, Tricia 24, 77
Callison, Haylee 10, 84, 107, 108
Callison, Megan 52, 70, 86
Cameron, Kiley 10, 72, 79
Cameron, Meleah 52, 77
Campbell, Jessica 53, 76
Campbell, Joshua 10, 112
Carey, Phillip 38, 79, 82, 98, 101
Carlson, Richard 53, 76
Carr, Evan 38, 89, 123
Carrier, Lauren 24, 88, 129
Carrier, Riley 24
Campion, Raquel 53, 66, 125
Chapman, oran 38, 88, 129
Chapman, Danielle 38, 77
Chapman, Cheyenne 53, 73
Cancer, Da’ld 24
Chiddister, Bianca 53
Cicer, Phillip 38, 79, 82, 98, 101
Chicosky, Kimberly 53, 73
Chicosky, Monika 10, 76, 77
Chidister, Bianca 53

Dicks Body Shop

3355 W. Russell Rd.
Tecumseh, MI 49286
(517) 423-7701
(517) 423-5532 Fax

Tim Smith
Owner

dickbodyshop@yahoo.com

Church, Connor 24
Church, Logan 53, 77
Ciarniolo, Giovanni 10, 99, 112, 122
Clarahan, Kelly 38
Clarke, Aaron 38, 88
Clarke, Cameron 38, 112
Clark, Kristen 10
Clark, Sarah 77
Clark, Tahlor 77
Clay, Maciah 24
Cleere, Kyla 24
Cluckey, Ana 10
Clymer, David 53, 77
Cochran, Tyler 53, 119
Coffin, Nathaniel 24, 100, 115, 128
Coffin, Nicholas 53, 66, 87, 101, 116
Coker, Jakob 10, 77, 96, 99, 114
Cole, Isaac 24
Coleman, Austin 53, 120
Coleman, Dylan 25, 77, 120, 122, 128
Colf, Breanna 38
Collings, William 54, 77, 110
Collins, Nicole 54, 66, 70, 71, 121
Comar, Robert 38, 134
Comer, Allen 10
Comer, Ian 25
Congden, Caitlin 25
Conner, Jazlyn 25, 77
Connors, Kassidy 10, 111, 129, 130
Connors, Kolin 38, 79, 89, 116, 134

Cook, Mickenzie 54
Cook, Ryan 38
Cook, Taylor 10, 105
Cook, Zachary 54, 86, 104
Cooley, Cody 25, 78, 97
Corwin, James 10
Cory, Jessica 38, 76, 77, 78
Cote, Nicole 38, 77, 82, 111, 129
Covell, Sabrina 25, 77
Covell, Sasha 10, 126
Coward, Levi 25, 115, 118
Cowen, Nicholas 38, 98, 116
Cox, Destyni 54
Cox, Sean 65
Cox, William 35
Cozart, Christopher 54
Craiger, Damon 11

Crim, Brenden 115
Cubberly, Brynly 25, 115
Cupp, Gage 11, 68, 79
Curtis, Melanie 54, 107, 108, 117
Curtis, Melissa 11
Cytak, Blaine 11, 77, 110, 112, 128
Cytak, Mackenzie 54, 76, 125

Danford, Caleb 11, 96
Darling, Nathaniel 54, 76, 78
Darling, Sarah 11, 76, 77, 131
Davis, Angela 25
Davis, Joshua 39
Day, Shelby 39, 74
Deland, Liam 11, 99, 114
Deland, Owen 39
DeLise, Alexander 11
DeLise, Lindsay 25
Deming, Alexandros 25
Dempey, Ashley 11, 126
Dettling, Sabrina 25
Dick, Jack 25, 77, 115, 134
Diehl, Samantha 87
Dillon, Katlin 39, 76, 79, 117, 121
Discher, Nicklas 39

Doan, Patrick 39, 76, 87
Dobrovich, Steven 54, 128
Doornhaag, Joseph 11, 118
Dorobantu, Cristian 39, 77, 116
Dotson, Jacob 54, 70, 71, 76
Doty, Joshua 54
Downey, Charles 11, 77, 78, 104
Downing, Gabrielle 11
Downs, Marlena 11, 130
Downs, Thomas 54, 78
Dreslinski, Benjamin 54, 116
Drouillard, Chelsea 55
Drouillard, Lauren 55, 76, 94
Duncan, Bradley 25, 104
Dunn, Lucy 11

Earl, Brenden 39
Easterday, Kayla 55
Eaton, Ryan 11, 68, 134
Eberle, Collin 25, 118, 120
Eberle, Zachariah 39, 78, 118, 120
Eddinger, Bradley 25, 115
Elarton, Garret 26
Eldred, Eric 55, 66, 76, 77, 79, 98, 101, 116
Eldred, Evan 26, 97, 100
Elkins, Ryan 11
Ely, Michaela 11, 70, 79
Enterkin, Hannah 55
Entrup, Andrew 26, 73, 79, 115
Escott, Matthew 55
Etter, Alexis 55, 78, 117
Eubanks, Alison 55, 90, 91, 121
Evans, Noah 39, 123

Fabbri, Anna 39, 74, 111
Fabbri, Victoria 11
Fagan, Suzan 39, 109
Falatine, Cherokee 26
Farinha, Rylie 26
Farzini, Ariana 26
Fay, Christopher 12
Fazekas, Alexander 39
Fazekas, Nicholas 55
Fazekas, Olivia 26, 77, 78
Fetters, Justin 39, 77, 78, 79, 118
Fields, Kayla 55

Fliedner, Jeannine 26, 78
Flint, Katherine 55, 72, 76, 79, 109
Flint, Ty 65
Flores, Amber 26, 79
Flores, Gabrielle 55, 117
Flores, Michael 12, 118
Ford, Edward 26
Ford, Emily 12
Ford, Erin 35
Foss-Bedeschi, Mackenzie 39, 77, 78,
Ford, Erin 35
Foss-Bedeschi, Mackenzie 39, 77, 78, 121
Foss, Jessica 39, 70
Foss, Margaret 12, 76, 77, 78, 126
Foster, Ashley 55
Fox, Matthew 39
Frazier, Daniel 12, 104
Frederick, Alexander 12, 77, 114, 134
Frederick, Haley 72, 132
Fugate, Tanner 12, 96
Furbush, Cyrus 40
Furlong, Danielle 40
Furrow, Austin 40
Fussman, Jordan 12, 77, 114, 134

G
Galloway, Hannah 40, 103, 129, 133
Geekie, Monica 26, 77
Gee, Madison 26, 77
Gehr, Crystal 40, 77
Gensch, Emily 26
Gibson, Ryan 40, 128
Gilbert, Alexander 26, 119, 120
Gilbert, Alexandra 40, 78, 105
Gilbert, Austin 55, 119
Gilbey, Bryan 55, 76, 91
Gilbey, James 12, 76, 77, 120
Gilgallon, Justin 12, 99
Gilgallon, Savana 26, 102, 129, 132
Gillen, Alexander 26, 100, 112
Gillin, Samantha 40, 77
Gillin, Travis 56
Ginter, Matthew 12, 118
Giovannone, Gabriel 12, 79, 123
Giovannone, Luciano 40, 76, 116
Glover, Jaimen 12, 76, 99, 114, 128
Glover, Jesse-Gavin 40
Goble, Jaclyn 27, 71, 73, 76, 78
Godin, Edward 12, 96
Golab, Kyle 12
Gonzales, Dakota 56, 123, 128
Gordon, Paige 40
Gorowski, Zachari 56, 88, 118
Goss, Sarah 56
Gower, Ryan 56, 76, 77
Gozdor, Jennifer 40, 121
Gray, Hannah 40
Gray, Jessica 27, 77, 79
Grayson, John 12
Greene, Nicole. See Biesz-Greene, Nicole
Gregory, Ross 40
Griewahn, Haleigh 12, 70
Griffith, Zerenia 12, 117
Grove, Evan 40
Gun, Brent 56

H
Haesler, Charles 56, 116, 119
Haesler, Cullen 40, 79, 116, 119
Haeussler, Matthew 40, 76, 77, 78, 120
Hagemann, Bryant 27, 120
Haggard, Taylor 27, 107
Halasz, Adam 27, 97, 115
Halcomb, Jessica 41
Hall, Samuel 13, 77, 79
Hammer, Kelsey 27, 111, 129
Hammer, Michael 41, 104
Hampel, Sadie 13, 130
Handy, Dylan 41, 123, 125
Hannah, Kyle 13, 76, 96
Hansen, Sydney 56
Hanson, Eden 13, 77, 78
Hansen, Toff 41
Haponek, Eliza 41, 76, 77
Harden, Ahslyn 13, 87, 117
Hardy, Kailah 13
Hardy, Parker 56, 87
Harkness, Jordan 13, 122
Harrison, Evan 27
Harrison, Ryan 56
Hart, Anneka 41, 76, 113, 126, 127
Hartman, Taylor 13, 109, 124, 131
Harvey, Madison 56, 79, 94
Harvey, Tatum 27, 81
Hatfield, Chase 27, 122
Hatfield, Jeremy 27, 97
Havelka, Jacob 41, 116
Hawkins, Cassidy 27
Hawkins, Christopher 27, 115
Hawkins, Nathaniel 56, 116, 128
Hayley, Mackenzie 27, 123, 132
Heavener, Eric 56, 98, 116
Hebert, Jennifer 13, 106
Hebert, Samantha 27
Heckerthorn, Sarah 41, 133
Hedges, Jeffrey 56, 76, 78
Hedrick, Elyssa 13, 111, 129
Heers, Hannah 30, 77
Heimerding, Cody 13
Hellner, Ranay 57
Helsel, Tori 27
Henry, Isaac 27
Henry, Spencer 41
Hernandez, Mariah 41
Herron, Courtney 28, 77, 105
Hertel, Payton 28, 85, 86, 111, 129
Higgins, Ashley 28, 77, 106, 108
Higgins, Chelsea 13
Hilderley, Madison 41
Hilderley, Melanie 13, 84, 111, 124
Hill, Anthony 76, 77, 97, 115
Hill, Kevin 28, 77
Hill, Kylie 57, 76, 77, 78, 85, 127
Hilobuk, Jacob 13
Hilton, Jacob 41, 77, 78, 134
Hilton, Joseph 13
Hinckley, Christopher 41, 76, 79
Hissong, Carly 57
Hite, James 57
Hite, Spencer 76, 78, 104, 116
Hite, Whitney 13, 105, 126, 131
Hodges, Amnesty 57
Hodgman, Sarah 28, 71, 76, 77, 79
Hofeld, Julia 57, 77, 78, 79
Holden, Beth 13
Holden, Heaven 13
Holgate, Sara 41
Hollingsworth, Austin 14
Hollingsworth, Jordan 30
Holly, Virginia 41, 107, 108
Hook, Tristan 41
Hooper, Tyler 41, 119
Hornback, Adem 14
Hornback, Corey 28, 120
Horn, Bailey 42
Howard, Jordan 14, 131
Hove, Madison 14, 84, 86, 124, 125
Hubbard, Kathleen 14
Huddleston, Jessie 28, 115
Hughes, Katherine 57, 76, 77
Hull, Ashley 28, 77, 78, 117
Hull, Kalei 57, 78, 130
Humphries, Ethan 28, 122
Humphries, Kyle 14, 77, 79, 128, 134, 135
Humphries, Patrick 57, 123
Humphries, Sarah 28, 79
Hunt, Casey. See Hunt, Glyn
Hunter, Brianne 14, 77
Hunter, Kyle 14, 97
Hunter, Vincent 28, 115
Hunt, Glyn 57, 76, 82, 87, 98, 101, 116
Hurd, Alexander 14, 104, 110

I
Ialacci, Anthony 57, 116, 119
Iddings, Brennan 42
Ingle, Erin 57, 117

J
Jacques, Sarah 14, 77, 79
Janceczek, Abby 42, 76, 77, 111
Janceczek, Alexander 57, 78, 79, 88, 110
Jardine, Taylor 57, 67, 134, 135
Jeffrey, Kalah 28
Johns, Ashley 65
Johnson, Austin 28
Johnson, Brianna 42

Index
Mensah, Illyanna 30, 76, 77
Mensah, J.K. See Mensah Jr., John
Mensah Jr., John 44, 118
Merrell, Mitchell 16
Michaelson, Sabrina 30
Miettinen, Alexis 16
Miller, Alicia 44, 77
Miller, Ashlyn 16
Miller, Jessica 30
Miller, Maxwell 60, 83, 110
Miller, Tyler 115
Million, Kayla 16
Mills, Grace 44, 121
Mills, Kaitlin 44
Mills, Kirk 60
Monahan, Kelsey 60, 66, 77, 78
Monahan, Morgan 44, 76, 77, 79, 84, 103, 127
Montalvo, Megan 16, 77
Moody, Timothy 16
Moore, Chadwick 30, 79
Moore, Devin 44, 68, 112, 116
Moore, Robert 30
Morgan, Andrew 30, 78, 97, 110
Morgan, Arin 30
Morgan, Kimberly 16
Morris, Christian 60
Morrow, Hunter 16
Mossing, Patrick 45
Mostowy, Brent 60, 77
Mostowy, Brooke 30
Mostowy, Timothy 60
Mueller, Nathan 17
Mukensturm, Alexander 31, 78, 97
Munson, Kyle 65
Murphy, Justin 31, 104
Murry, Savanna 45, 105
Murry, Tori 60
Myers, Benjamin 45, 76, 77, 123
N
Napieralski, Adam 61, 82
Niedermier, Alexa 45, 77, 117
Niemann, Kayla 61, 77, 78
Niemann, Mykenzie 31, 124, 132
Nimer, Noah 17
Nishikawa, Jarukit 45
Nishikawa, Kirakorn 17, 80
Norkey, Jordyn 61, 67, 69, 76, 133
Nowak, Andrew 61
Nowak, Becca. See Nowak, Rebecca
Nowak, Genevieve 45
Nowak, Isaac 61
Nowak, Olivia 31, 76, 77, 82, 124, 125, 132
Nowak, Rebecca 61, 76, 113
O
Obeid, Griffin 61, 123
Olberg, Clinton 17, 78, 120, 128
Oldeck, Jarrett 31, 104, 122
Oldeck, Kayleen 61, 76, 79
O'Leary, Allison 45, 88, 125
O'Leary, Matthew 61, 93, 110, 128
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